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1Desk artifact equipped with a high-resolution touch-screen.
2Touch sensitive interactive whiteboard.
3Vision-based touch-enabled desk artifact [4].

ABSTRACT

Information and Communication technologies have the potential to permeate the classroom and modernize the educational process. However, in the context of a smart classroom, building educational applications poses unique challenges from an HCI perspective, due to the diversity of user and context requirements. This paper introduces a framework that facilitates the design, development and deployment of pervasive educational applications that can automatically transform according to the context of use to ensure their usability. The collection of widgets incorporates both common basic widgets (e.g., buttons, images) and mini interfaces frequently used in educational applications, as ready-to-use modules. The designer can either (i) combine and customize widgets from both categories to build an interface just once, or (ii) build and incorporate it as a custom-made mini interface in the collection for future reuse. Finally, the framework’s usability has been evaluated with users obtaining very positive results and potential suggestions for extensions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.2.2 [Software]: Design Tools and Techniques - Modules and interfaces, Object-oriented design methods, software libraries, user interfaces.

General Terms

Design, Human Factors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Information and Communication technologies already permeate the classroom environment in many ways. They can play an important role in education by increasing students’ access to information, enriching the learning environment, allowing students’ active learning and collaboration and enhancing motivation to learn [10]. In this context, the notion of smart classrooms has become prevalent in the past decade [38]. Smart classroom is used as an umbrella term, implicating that classroom activities are enhanced with the use of pervasive and mobile computing, sensor networks, artificial intelligence, robotics, multimedia computing, middleware and agent-based software [11]. Many [12, 33, 38, 39] have envisioned the smart classroom as consisting of technologically enhanced artifacts (e.g., students desk, classroom board, etc.) purposed to offer natural interaction for education, serving both students’ and teachers’ needs in the processes of disseminating and receiving knowledge.

Building educational applications for the smart classroom poses a series of unique challenges for user interface (UI) design and development. The smart classroom may contain many different artifacts, each one with its own constraints and characteristics: some artifacts are touch-enabled (e.g., the SmartDesk1), while others are mouse enabled (e.g., the student’s personal computer); some provide large display areas (e.g., the SmartBoard2), while others offer a more limited interaction space (e.g., AmIDesk2, smartphones, e-book readers, or tablets).

UI Migration refers to interfaces that can be transferred among different platforms, allowing the users to continue in real-time their tasks. This is a key dimension of the “intelligent” classroom where traditional educational activities are enhanced with pervasive and mobile technology while applications can be launched in any artifact. Thanks to the migration process, a student interacting with an educational application on his desk can continue the interaction from a shared interactive board from the same point where it was left. As the majority of educational applications should be available through every classroom artifact, application migration should be achieved without compromising usability. However, the diversity of characteristics among the potential artifacts suggests that this process is a particularly complex one. As a consequence, it becomes critical to provide tools which relief designers from the need of building the same application more than once, trying to fit the needs of each classroom artifact, while at the same time ensuring the usability and educational value of the classroom applications.

To address the aforementioned issues this paper presents a framework that facilitates the design, development and deployment of pervasive educational applications. The proposed tools enable designers to build usable UIs that can automatically transform according to each artifact’s characteristics. This is achieved through a GUI toolkit targeted to support the development of user interfaces for smart classroom applications. Each of the contained widgets can be appropriately adapted to achieve optimal display on various classroom artifacts. However, the innovation of this work goes beyond the collection of self-adaptive widgets, which has already been investigated elsewhere.
[17, 20, 23]. The most significant feature of the proposed framework is that the widget library does not only contain common UI elements (e.g., buttons, textboxes), but also incorporates mini interfaces (e.g., Image Displayer, Multiple Choice Question & Answers, etc.) that can be easily used in educational applications as ready-to-use modules. Furthermore, designers may easily extend the collection of mini interfaces by building and integrating their own custom-made interfaces.

While composing an application UI, designers need to customize numerous basic attributes apart from selecting the desired widgets. This process involves: (i) defining the hierarchy of the application screens, (ii) annotating secondary information and (iii) customizing the application. Therefore, the proposed framework allows the precise definition of the application hierarchy at design time.

The aforementioned framework constitutes the core of the PUPIL [19] system, which additionally introduces a collection of workspaces (namely Classroom Window Managers [18]) tailored to each artifacts’ characteristics, while their combination delivers a sophisticated environment for educational applications hosting. The next sections present related work in this domain, describe the migration mechanisms and finally summarize conclusions and future work.

2. RELATED WORK
User interface automatic adaptation has been recognized in recent years as a technical solution for supporting accessibility and enhancing usability of interactive applications and services, in order to support the delivery of personalized user interfaces according to individual users needs, for a variety of devices and in various contexts. This need for adaptive UIs has become more compelling recently, due to the prevalence of mobile devices (smartphones, tablet pcs, notebooks, etc.), as well as due to the advent of ambient intelligence and ubiquitous computing. Notably, a variety of synonym terms has been employed in literature in order to denote the transformation capability of a user interface, including (but not limited to): nomadic [16], migratory [7, 5], plastic [36], adaptive & adaptable [6, 34], multiple [32], multi-device [22], multi-presentation [9], or multi-target UIs [8].

Given the changing nature of an adaptive interface according to the user, the device or the context of interaction, several challenges arise. From the user’s point of view, maintaining the usability and consistency of the user interface is fundamental, while from the designer’s / developer’s point of view, reducing or even eliminating the need for developing a different user interface for each distinct user category, device, context or combination of the above is vital for the feasibility of adaptive user interfaces. To address this need, a number of user interface description languages (UIDLs), tools, models and infrastructures have been proposed in literature. User interface design tools and UIDLs are of particular interest in the context of the presented work. The related most prevalent approaches are reviewed and briefly discussed in this section. User interface prototyping tools such as those proposed by Lin and Landay [22] or Coyette and Vanderdonckt [13] are not being discussed, since they do not produce fully functional UIs and therefore do not introduce real-time UI adaptations.

A category of tools refers to model-based approaches aiming to support UI designers, with the initial approaches focusing on the design and development of desktop applications, such as for example the MOBI-D development environment [28]. More recent tools, aiming to address a larger variety of platforms, can be further classified into automatic generation tools and tools that allow the designer to select from a library of widgets and intervene in the final UI look and feel. SUPPLE [14] is a UI toolkit that automatically generates user interfaces based on device and user models, exhibiting all the advantages of automatic generation, as well as the disadvantages related to the lack of experts’ intervention for delivering the most usable and appropriate interface according to a given context of use. TERESA [25] is a tool that supports the design and development of nomadic applications, providing general solutions that can be tailored to specific cases. With TERESA designers can specify the appearance of common UI elements for the supported platforms or modify some general design assumptions. Upon designer’s specifications the TERESA tool can generate appropriate XHTML files for each of the supported platforms. The initial version of TERESA has been recently updated [27] in order to support multiple modalities and less traditional devices and modalities (such as digital TV and gesture-based modality).

Graphical user interface tools, on the other hand, allow designers to view and control the layout of the designed interface as they do with traditional GUI builders (e.g., Microsoft Visual Studio [24], NetBeans [26], and Eclipse [37]), and also to define alternative designs for different platforms. Gummy [23] allows designers to generate an initial design for a new platform by adapting and combining features of existing user interfaces created for the same application but for other platforms. PlastiXML [9] allows designers to deal with the plasticity of multi-presentation user interfaces, which however focuses only on the computing platform and its screen size. When the dimensions of a graphical user interface change, the multi-presentation interface automatically switches to the presentation that is the most adapted to this screen. For each different user interface, the designer has to specify its presentation; however, the use of the embedded presentation copy and paste functionality aims to encourage reusability. Various tools [35] have also been developed in order to support user interface adaptation within the Unified user interface development framework [31]. A latest development is the provision of interaction toolkits, which directly embed adaptation capabilities in the available interaction widgets, so as to support the easy development of user interfaces which adapt themselves (e.g., size, colour, fonts, etc.). The JMorph adaptable widget library [20] is a toolkit that inherently supports the adaptation of user interface components. It contains a set of adaptation-aware widgets designed to satisfy the needs of various target devices – Swing-based components for PC, AWT-based components for Windows Mobile devices. Adaptation is completely transparent to developers, who can use the widgets as “conventional” UI building blocks. Another tool focusing on accessibility is MAID [17], which is a multi-platform accessible interface design framework, facilitating the development and customization (through skins) of structured User Interfaces (templates) through the use of predefined UI components (widgets), while promoting reusability and supporting dynamic content population.

Recent approaches rely on the use of XML-based language for the representation of the user interface concepts and the facilitation of the automatic adaptation to multiple devices. For example, TIDE [2] is an environment allowing developers to describe the interface in an abstract language, and specifically UIML, render their work on the desired platform, and then make changes as appropriate. UIML [1] is an XML-based language that can be used to define user interfaces, aiming to reduce the time to develop user interfaces for multiple device families. The TIDE tool was developed mainly as a prototype to exemplify the use of UIML for developing multi-platform user interfaces, supports HTML and
Java desktop applications and does not allow inserting new parts into the interface once its transformation algorithm has been executed. Another UIDL that can support multiple user interfaces at design time and at runtime is XIML [29, 30]. XIML, although being extensible, initially predefines five basic interface components: task, domain, user, dialog and presentation. In addition to the five interface components, XIML also supports relations in order to capture the design knowledge about a user interface and attributes, which are features or properties of elements. In order to solve the problem of creating a presentation component for each target device, XIML uses relations to predefine how an intermediate component (i.e., a single presentation component created by developers) is mapped to a specific widget or control on the target platform. In order to exemplify how XIML could be used for the deployment of a hypothetical application, Puerta and Eisenstein [30] define a framework consisting of three main functions, namely the interactor selection, presentation structure definition and contextual adaptation. However, an actual tool implementing all the above and facilitating developers towards the implementation of a multiple user interface is not reported.

The above overview highlights the key points of the alternative approaches that should be preserved, but also exposes their disadvantages and the areas in which further elaboration is needed. On the one hand, the automated generation of user interfaces based on abstract definitions efficiently addresses multiple target platforms. Nevertheless, such approaches, while scalable, discourage the generation of “rich” interfaces, as their definition becomes extremely complex for a designer to manipulate. Most importantly, these approaches lack fine-tuning and customization facilities to improve the appearance of the generated UI, which as a result weakens its appeal at a visceral level and affects its perceived usability.

On the other hand, approaches based on semi-automated or manual user interface generation techniques deliver “rich” interfaces, but fail to simplify designers work as everything has to be built manually. When such tools are used, it is more common to sacrifice functionality than to re-implement it to support multi-platform delivery. Additionally, the absence of a hierarchy that could guide automatic adaptations to adjust the UI for the new context makes automations unavailable. Finally, similar to the fully automated approaches, customization facilities remain limited and cannot be easily reused.

The approach proposed here endorses the advantages of both automatic and manual UI generation approaches and aims to address their major limitations. In more detail, the explicit definition of the UI hierarchy, the alternative interfaces for each platform, and the ready-to-use mini interfaces significantly simplify the designer’s work, as numerous design decisions are made a priori and can be reused. With regards to customization, designers can modify UI’s appearance through various presentation parameters that do not compromise usability, whereas by mixing built-in and custom components they can compose new interfaces, which can be reused in an object-oriented manner.

3. OVERVIEW

The work reported in this paper introduces a straightforward yet powerful way to built pervasive Uls for applications targeting an “Intelligent Classroom” [3]. In more details, the envisioned classroom (Figure 1) consists of technologically enhanced artifacts, which incorporate situation-aware functionality offered by the ClassMATE platform [21]. These artifacts aim to replace the traditional student desks, teacher desks and classroom boards, in order to support the developmental processes of disseminating and receiving knowledge.

The proposed framework supports a variety of artifacts that may coexist and cooperate in a classroom environment. Supported artifacts include (i) the student’s laptop, (ii) the SmartDesk (res. 1920x1200), which is a desk artifact that combines a personal computer and a touch screen, (iii) the AmIDesk (res. 1440x900), which is a desk artifact that combines a personal computer and a touch screen, (iv) the AmIDesk (res. 1600x600) and (v) the AmIDesk (res. 1200x1200) artifacts. These last two artifacts are custom-made back-projection devices, which employ computer vision technology. Building applications for the aforementioned artifacts reveals a variety of design challenges. On the one hand, designers need to cope with usual, but hard to resolve, visual constraints like display size variations and rendering performance (clarity, color balance, etc.) of the back-projected devices, while on the other hand they have to support multiple interaction methods (e.g., mouse vs. touch-based) whose properties greatly vary (e.g., sensitivity of vision-based systems, lack of pixel-perfect selection, etc.).

Figure 1. The envisioned classroom.

Within pervasive environments, and particularly inside the “intelligent classroom”, user interfaces expand way beyond their static nature and become dynamic components able to react to contextual changes. In such environments, every application can be launched, manipulated and migrated at any intelligent artifact. Generally speaking, designers usually overlook this dimension when building interfaces, resulting in non-scalable interfaces where even the slightest change might require re-design. Many studies [28] raised concerns about such practice, and proposed the concept of abstract model-based descriptions of Uls, where an interface is decoupled from the underlying implementation.

This work aims to solve a practical problem in UI design and development: the level of detail that the design of an application should contain. To address that, it combines abstract interface objects and concrete interface objects to take advantage of their benefits and minimize their pitfalls. Through the introduction of “Application – Logical View – Physical View” triplet (inspired by concepts in [28]), the proposed approach keeps the general design simple and automates time-consuming tasks such as the connection of various screens of an application (AIO), but also permits the designer to freely define the internal structure of each UI and customize it by adjusting various presentation attributes (CIO). Finally, the built-in adaptation mechanism ensures that at runtime the appropriate widget alternative will be selected.
To facilitate development, a mechanism through which designers can model every single interface of an application in a platform-independent manner with minimum effort is provided. The system, during execution, examines the given model and automatically instantiates the appropriate presentation form according to the needs of the targeted classroom artifact. This process ensures applications' portability, as every application has to be designed and built once but can be deployed anywhere.

Application fine-tuning is supported as well. Manual and automatic designs are combined into a hybrid model offering the benefits of both. In the hybrid model, designers' knowledge regarding the context of use is used to drive and customize the generation process by enforcing certain actions to be taken. In addition to dynamic interface generation, the system exploiting the application’s structure can automatically generate the necessary navigation paths and link together related screens, thus making deployment easier.

These concepts are encapsulated in a collection of ready-to-use, adaptive, educational-oriented graphical components designed to optimally interact with the various educational applications of the “intelligent classroom” on different devices. Finally, its use adds minimum overhead to application’s development process, as the framework can be used directly through Visual Studio and is harmonized with common practices during building UIs for .NET-based applications.

4. THE PUPIL FRAMEWORK

GUI toolkits are the basic blocks through which interfaces are created, while every major platform offers a set of ready-to-use components for the designers to use. The inherent customization facilities allow designers to build countless unique interfaces; nevertheless, from an HCI perspective these interfaces often fail to conform to usability standards and especially satisfy the needs of particular target user groups (e.g., kids, young students). Considering the extended use of GUI toolkits and the available customization facilities, this work offers a collection of widgets that can be automatically adapted to satisfy user and context of use requirements by encapsulating the necessary complexity to achieve that. The collection is built on top of the .NET framework, extends its basic widgets and introduces a set of composite ones as well.

The basic widgets (Table 2) extend native WPF UI Elements (Textblock, Image, etc.) and incorporate the transformation mechanism. Their main objective is to accommodate both passive presentation of information and interaction with the student. They share common characteristics and logic that drives the adaptation process to ensure their legibility (i.e., minimum sizing thresholds, predefined positioning layouts, etc.). Primitive widgets are used as building blocks not only for an application interface, but for the realization of composite widgets as well.

The composite widgets (Table 2), on the other hand, are the realization of common interface patterns recognized among numerous learning applications (e.g., Image Display, Multiple Choice Quizzes, etc.) into ready-to-use widgets. The design process for their selection included brainstorming sessions, prototype development and evaluation to better understand their requirements when used in the “intelligent classroom”. Designers greatly benefit from composite widgets, since (i) they have at their disposal a set of usable user interfaces based on validated design decisions, (ii) they can use a set fully functional building blocks that also encapsulate their business logic, and (iii) they can expand the collection by introducing their own composite widgets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic Widgets</th>
<th>Button, ToggleButton, ImageButton, Image, Icon, ScrollViewer, Slider, TextBlock, TextArea, Table, FlatButton, CheckBox, ComboBox</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composite Widgets</td>
<td>Menu, Tabs, Paging, ZoomableImage, VideoPlayer, ImageViewer, VideoViewer, GraphViewer, MultipleChoice, HintDisplayer, InformationArea, BookReader</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Alternative designs and adaptation facilities

Application migration from one artifact to another fires a number of changes to ensure usability. The major change concerns the application’s layout, and in particular (i) the size and position of the main content, (ii) the position of tab and menu items and finally (iii) the activation / deactivation of secondary information areas when free space becomes available. These attributes are encoded into alternative layout schemes designed with respect to each artifact’s unique characteristics (e.g., interaction style, screen size, etc.). The system instantiates the appropriate alternative based on the needs of the current artifact and the designer’s choices.

**Figure 2. A Designer Control and its alternative views**

Nevertheless, transforming the general layout of the application is not sufficient to fully support its migration. As already mentioned, a key feature of this framework is that every contained widget can adapt itself for optimal display according to the artifact’s characteristics. For that to be achieved, every widget encapsulates a set of UI alternatives of which the most appropriate is selected at runtime, while for simplicity the designer can use each widget’s lightweight instance, the Designer Control. Figure 2 illustrates the benefits of using alternatives designs to deliver controls for solving multiple-choice quizzes in diverse artifacts. Each alternative aims to address artifact-specific problems; for instance, larger font-sizes are used for board artifacts or artifacts with low clarity, larger interactive controls for touch-enabled artifacts where input is not pixel-perfect, and finally foldable layout is used for artifacts with limited display areas.
The first step towards designing each widget’s alternatives was to understand the end users’ needs using a User-Centered Design (UCD) process. The UCD process was essential to concentrate on the students’ needs, wants and limitations. To this purpose, students were actively involved in the design process [19]. The feedback coming from student interviews and the results of a formative evaluation conducted on high fidelity interactive prototypes provided great insights on how to better satisfy the users’ needs. Likewise, the next step of the design process was to analyze and understand each artifact’s unique characteristics. Keeping in mind the variety of screen sizes, interaction techniques and the artifacts’ physical position, the alternatives were appropriately designed by incorporating standard usability design practices.

The conducted analysis revealed that a key aspect was widgets sizing. Considering that a designer builds an application interface with an abstract display in mind, appropriate sizing ensures that upon migration all UI elements are clearly visible and legible from an individual student or the entire classroom. The sizing methodology was defined through empirical experiments, where experts evaluated various widgets in various classroom artifacts, in order to determine the minimum sizes of each widget when displayed on every artifact. These minimum values are combined with designers’ size-related choices to proportionally scale every widget for optimal display (e.g., when a designer places a header-like label on the desk, it should look similar on the board as well).

As regards contextual changes that may force widgets to undergo supplementary adaptation to adjust to the new state (e.g., a student activates a sidebar with additional information which eventually reduces the available space), every primitive widget can re-scale until its minimum / maximum limits are reached, whereas every composite widget may have to completely reorganize its layout. In general, each widget is equipped with an internal set of rules that guide scaling and reorganization actions.

4.2 The Designer Control Element

GUI toolkits have gained popularity through the years due to their ease of use. Designers can build their applications using various authoring tools that simplify the placement and customization of such widgets through drag-n-drop facilities. That particular advantage had to be preserved to ensure the library’s acceptance. At design time, every widget is accessible through the respective “Designer Control” which is a WPF-compliant UserControl that exposes a number of properties, allowing the designer to (i) use it as a native widget and (ii) customize certain attributes that do not put usability in danger (access is limited to particular attributes only). For instance, the foreground color of a complex radio button (consisting of an interactive control and label) might be altered, but the label must be always placed on the right hand side to facilitate the scanning process.

At runtime, the system instantiates the appropriate widget alternative using the Factory design pattern [15]. Each Designer Control implements a method that given the adaptation rules and the current context of use (AmIDesk, Netbook, SmartBoard, etc.), selects and instantiates the appropriate widget alternative.

4.3 Layout customization

The designer can customize various aspects of an application layout (i.e., menu orientation, tab orientation and style, etc.); however, device limitations may lead to its modification at runtime. A relevant example of layout adaptation that is motivated by the artifact’s physical position may refer to the placement of interactive navigation items (e.g., tabs and menus). For instance, consider a designer who selects to place the menu bar horizontally above the main content. The system will respect that choice in every artifact that is compatible with it, whereas it will automatically override it when a violation occurs (e.g., in a board artifact the menu will maintain its horizontal orientation but it will be placed below the main content to be reachable by younger students).

5. BUILDING AN APPLICATION

An application usually requires more than one screen to present its data and its interactive controls. For instance, consider a “dictionary companion” application for the “intelligent classroom”. Through that application a student can find additional information for a particular word such as: (i) definition(s), synonyms, antonyms, and examples of use, (ii) informative photos and (iii) explanatory videos.

Apparently, if this amount of heterogeneous data were displayed outright, it would be overwhelming for a student to view. For that to be addressed, a UI designer would introduce additional screens, logically divided, to display relevant data. Using the developed tool, the optimal categorization divides the textual from the multimedia information and displays them individually in different interfaces. In more details, the textual information is displayed sequentially in a single UI, whereas the multimedia information is further divided into separate UIs that display either photos or videos.

Traditionally, designers build each UI separately and then developers merge them manually into a concrete application by interpreting the implicit relations. The proposed framework automates this time-consuming task by (i) forcing designers to explicitly define the hierarchy of user interfaces at design time and (ii) automatically generating and linking the separate concrete screens at runtime. For that to be achieved, the application UI is defined following a particular structure, which instructs the system on how to compose the application instance.
• **Application**: represents the root of the Application Tree hierarchy and defines the application (e.g., the Dictionary Companion application). It contains one or more LogicalView elements. Through it the designer can customize the basic layout properties (e.g. menu orientation, tab orientation and style, etc.).

• **LogicalView**: denotes a distinct category of an application (e.g., Thesaurus, Multimedia) and contains one or more PhysicalView elements.

• **PhysicalView**: denotes a subcategory of its parent LogicalView (e.g., Multimedia-Photos, Multimedia-Videos). This element defines its layout and holds the UI elements (widgets) that form the user interface; each PhysicalView element is the container of a unique application screen.

• **Widgets**: graphical components that form the user interface. The available widgets are not limited to the self-adaptive primitive and composite ones offered by the presented framework, but include native WPF UI elements as well.

• **Group/BreakLine**: special purpose elements that a designer can use to designate which widgets must always be placed on the same or separate lines respectively.

6. **DEPLOYMENT**

The application tree (i.e., Application, Logical Views and Physical Views) contributes in the formation of the final UI. The Application element is scanned first and the application layout is based on the Command design pattern where each menu option issues a command to denote that a different screen should come to the foreground and the application controller is responsible to execute it.

An indicative example of that structure, as extracted from the “Dictionary Companion”, is the following. The Logical Views “Thesaurus” and “Multimedia” generate two main tabs; the “Thesaurus” tab does not need a menu for its single Physical View, while on the other the “Multimedia” tab includes two menu items, namely “Photos” and “Videos”.

7. **DEVELOPED APPLICATIONS**

The presented framework was used to build the following educational applications in order to evaluate the UI collection itself and the adaptation mechanisms in general.

• The ClassBook application electronically augments the pages of a physical book. The images and exercises displayed on any page are selectable, and when selected the appropriate applications are launched.

• The Multimedia application displays multimedia content (e.g., images and videos) about preselected topics.

• The Dictionary application displays both textual (e.g., definition, synonyms, etc.) and multimedia information related to a specific word or phrase.

• The Multiple-Choice Exercise application is the electronic representation of a multiple-choice quiz through which a student can solve the exercise by selecting one of the possible answers. A hint button is offered next to each sentence, in case the student needs help to find the correct answer.

• The Hint application is launched when the student explicitly asks for help about a specific exercise. It supports three kinds of hints that are presented gradually to assist the development of critical thinking skills.

Using the aforementioned applications, a heuristic evaluation was conducted in order to eliminate serious usability errors. Five evaluators interacted with the applications on a SmartDesk while an observer was noting down the discovered issues. Their findings were ranked according to their severity rating and were gradually resolved.

8. **USER-BASED EVALUATION**

In order to examine the efficiency of the proposed methodology for designing pervasive educational applications, a user-based evaluation was conducted. Five designers were chosen to participate in the evaluation process. Only three of them had prior experience in XAML programming. The evaluation process took place individually for each user inside an office room and two evaluators were present, one for assisting the user if needed and one for taking notes.

At the beginning of each session, the user was firstly debriefed about the evaluated framework and then provided with examples on how to build the skeleton of an application and populate it with UI elements. Having a printed document with all the available widgets, the user was offered ten minutes to freely experiment with the framework elements and XAML itself. The next step included the composition of a simple interface in order to observe
if the proposed tools (i.e., basic and composite widgets, application tree elements, etc.) were intuitive enough so that designers would easily realize the given application mockup. Throughout the process, the users were asked to think aloud in order to better capture their thoughts and reactions. Finally, a set of 12 questions - using a Likert scale from 5 (Definitely Yes) to 1 (Definitely Not) - were handed to the designers. Once they filled-in the questionnaire, they were debriefed and asked for any additional comments, suggestions, as well as their overall impressions.

Both the questionnaires and the notes taken were analyzed and further studied to define the benefits and drawbacks of the evaluated framework. Generally, through the evaluation process useful feedback was received; results were very positive (Figure 5) and the identified problems and limitations were resolved immediately.

![Figure 5. Questionnaire results](image)

The participants appreciated the integration of composite widgets that can be reused as modules to build new applications and the ability to add their own custom-made components. Furthermore, they were excited to see their application’s adaptations in action when migrating from one artifact to another and the automatic linkage between the various screens that implicitly generates the application’s navigation paths. Finally, the participants appreciated that they could develop a PUPIL-enabled application using the Microsoft Visual Studio IDE, whereas the most experienced ones asked if the framework could be integrated in Microsoft Blend to further simplify the design process.

The findings regarding the functionality and usability of the proposed framework are summarized below:

- The names of the designer customizable properties should become more intuitive to convey their purpose.
- Customizable properties should be accompanied by suggested values that the IDE could autocomplete (e.g., Color, Font Sizes, etc.), while the mandatory properties should be filled with default values.
- Video Viewer and Image Viewer should explicitly require input regarding the maximization policy of their content (i.e., whether the videos / pictures can be maximized or not).
- The Multiple Choice Widget should require input that toggles the visibility status of the hint activator.
- Textblock should include support for typographic features (e.g., bold, italic and underline tags).
- A List (both ordered and unordered) and a Spinner widget should be included in the framework.

9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The main objective of this work was to lay the foundation towards the development of user interfaces for the various artifacts, which may comprise the technologically enhanced classroom environment. Using the proposed framework, the designers can easily create applications that can be optimally displayed at the student’s desk, student’s Netbook or the classroom board. This requires minimum effort on their behalf, and only a single interface implementation is needed. Such interface is able to transform appropriately according to the characteristics of the available artifact. Furthermore, the composite widgets promote reusability of common interface patterns and minimize the designers’ work, since numerous design decisions have been made a priori.

Hereafter, additional steps should be taken to fully support the initial concept. The Widget Library needs to be enriched with both basic and composite widgets in order to fully-support the development of educational applications. For that to be achieved it is important: (i) to update the framework based on the evaluation findings and (ii) to identify additional common interface patterns that could be realized into complex widgets.

Finally, considering the increasing number of students that use smart phones / tablets on a daily basis, such devices should be incorporated into the supported artifacts list and in parallel integrate the framework elements in Microsoft Blend to support rapid UI prototyping and development for new artifacts.
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